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Expresses 
opinions in a complex 

way

Classifies 
opinions expressed in 

a complex way

Analyses sentence 
structure

29%

29%

42%

COVERAGE OF OPINIONS IN ENGLISH

Political speeches
News
Talks

OPINION RECOGNITION
  human vs machine

Needs linguistic theory: 
Appraisal Framework 

Needs data annotated with
Appraisal Framework 

Positive 
Negative 

Neutral
Ambiguous

Positive 
Negative 

Neutral
Ambiguous

DOMAINS:
Products                                     
Services
Politics 
News
Market

   Talks

EN, 
ITA,RU 

Attitude affect!= opinions about feelingsaffect!= opinions about feelings

judgement = opinions about peoplejudgement = opinions about people

appreciation! = opinions about thingsappreciation! = opinions about things

Orientation positive negative

neautral ambiguous

Force high low

normal reverse

CORPORA:
Political speeches
Translations 
Original 
News
Talks (from ted.com) 

EN, 
ITA,RU 

Orientation Type Attitude Force Polarity

Modifier

abolish ambiguous / judgement reverse unmarked

Target

poverty negative thing / / /

life positive thing / / /

Appraisal group

abolish poverty positive / / / /

abolish life negative / / / /

Disagree
29%

Agree
71%

ORIENTATION

Not in dictionary
61%

In dictionary
39%

WORDS
After a comparison with a sentiment 
dictionary, we found that:
 - 61% of words are not in dictionary.
- 29% have different orientation from 

that annotated because of the 
CONTEXT.

Next step: machine learning for 
identification of modifiers/targets/
appraisal groups and their attributes.

Creates new
patterns Learns words

in context
Uses words
in context

Cares about
sentence structure

With different targets & sentiments
e.g. I bought a good camera from 

that website, but a very bad phone.

With reverse sentiment
e.g. Men have the power to abolish 

poverty, but also to abolish life.qr
With different targets & sentiments
e.g. I bought a good camera from 

that website, but a very bad phone.

With reverse sentiment
e.g. Men have the power to abolish 

poverty, but also to abolish life.qr
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